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Overview
What is the New Pioneers? 

Background
 

   It is widely recognised that White British Pupil Premium Boys underachieve within the 
education system and that  there is a need for  support to develop boys' organisation skills 

and instill the importance of perseverance; any anti-school subculture 'left at the gates'. 
providing  realistic but challenging targets; with tailored flexible intervention programmes…. 

structured around individual needs”   Schools must focus on White working class pupils
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Rochdale, UK

Jarrod is lying in bed...

#1

“YOU’RE GONNA BE LATE 
FOR SCHOOL!”

Dont care… 
school is crap



MR HAMPSON 

#2

“Why are you behaving like an 

IDIOT?!”
“Because it’s funny”

DETENTION!!!



DETENTION...

BZZZZ!!...

JARROD RECEIVES A TEXT...

#3

This is so boring...



The Boys arrive in Birmingham...
#4

Castleton Train Station

“We have to stop at Birmingham 
to pick something up”

“I’m more interested in those 
Nando’s vouchers mate…”



click!!

The boys have their photo taken...

click!!

Which one of you is Callum?

“What are you doing?”

“Insurance…”

#5



“This chicken is good!”

“This is just the start, there’s a lot 
more to come”

The Boys Journey to London...
#6



“Is that Wembley?!”

The boys arrive in london

“You must be Dex’s little brother.  
Come in”

Masez #7



“Where’s Dex?”

“He won’t be long, can I get you a 
drink?”

“Little brother!  Have you got 
something for me?”

Dex arrives

“Good boys!  You’ll need these for 
tonight”

#8



“I can’t believe we are here!  
Those mugs at school are 

probably playing video 
games or something like 

that!”

#9



“This is Dex’s little brother and his 
friend.  Be nice to them.”

“I don’t believe this…”



Dex SPEAKS TO THE BOYS...

“Having a good time hey boys?  A 
little bit of business and i’ll be with 

you”

“Dex, someone is looking for you 
outside…”

“We need to go!”

MASEZ

#10



“Get in the car NOW!”

“YOU LEAVE!”

The bouncer tells masez to leave

The boys get in the car... #11



Empty parking lot

~
“What’s going on?!

Dex, what did you do?!”

Mr big

“After everything I did for you, you 
ripped me off!”

#12



“Leave them out of it!”

Dex tries to reason with mr big

“I can’t, they where in
Birmingham with the drugs.

I have photos to prove it”

SLAP! SCREAM!

WHACK!

THUMP!! CRACK!

PUNCH!!

“I wish I was back in detention…”

#13

OUCH!
SCRATCH!!

CRACK!

DEX!!!
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#14


